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Animal Farm (press release)
Near the beginning of Alain Robbe-Grillet Repetition, secret agent Henri Rubin is given a simple mission: 
to look down on the square where Frederick the Great’s calvary was once stabled, and jot down an accurate 
record of the murder that will take place there. While he waits for this event to take place, Rubin weaves 
an elaborate fantasy around a massive pedestal that sits empty in the middle of the square. (The novel is set 
in 1949 and Germany is still in ruins.) He imagines a bronze chariot pulled by two speeding steeds, King 
Frederick in a Toga unleashing his whip, two archers by his side, and a bare-breasted adolescent between 
them. Rubin can’t quite determine who she is. Maybe part of the booty from one of their conquests, maybe 
a spoiled child being entertained by her father, maybe the living idol of the temple. For a brief moment, Re-
petition becomes a meditation on Berlin and its monuments—on the way that they mark a historical event as 
much as on the way that they themselves are marked by historical events. Of course, after this short episode, 
the novel becomes a mirror house of doublings, duplicities, half-truths and concealed identities.
Swetlana Heger has been thinking of Berlin’s monuments, as well. And of how history leaves its mark on 
them. She has been taking photographs of bronze animal statuettes that are scattered in parks, zoos, and 
defunct kindergartens throughout the eastern part of the city. There’s a peacock with its plumage replaced by 
intricate metal lacework, a pair of baby giraffes, a fierce goat, a cuddly bear, a trio of plump chickens. Inno-
cent as all the beasts seem, they guard a secret: they’ve been made from Stalin’s remains.
The ruined streets that provide the scenery and atmosphere for Roobe-Grillet’s novel were eventually cle-
aned and rebuilt. In the 1950s, a period of intense reconstruction began throughout Germany. Among of the 
most ambitious projects of the era was a massive 300 foot wide boulevard in Berlin, lined with tall buildings 
designed in the socialist neo-classical style that was the rage at the time. It not only held apartments for the 
workers (supposedly), but it was lined with restaurants, business, The International—a legendary theater 
that is still functional today. The spectacular boulevard was supposed to showcase to the world the glories 
of socialism, teleporting the future right into the middle of East Berlin. Such an ambitious project had to be 
christened with a name that carried all the symbolic power that was attributed to the street. And so, in 1959 
the Stalinallee became the main drag in the socialist half of the city. A giant bronze statue of the benevolent 
leader was erected to crown and commemorate the achievement.
It was only proper that like the history of socialism in general, the Stalinallee should participate in a logic 
of doublings and erasures, of concealment and renamings. Upon Stalin’s death in 1961, with the mortar still 
fresh, the street was rechristened. This time, however, party officials waged on a name that was perhaps bey-
ond tarring. They went with the much safer choice of Karl-Marx-Allee. A choice so safe, a name so beyond 
reproach, that it still stands today.
But even after finding the perfect name for the street, there was still the matter of that bronze monument. It 
stood like a bad reminder of Stalin’s intolerance, of the magnitude of his crimes, surely, but also of the quiet 
complacency of all those who had to pass by it everyday on their way to grim jobs and scripted university 
lectures. The statue itself needed to be eradicated. And so it was brought down. One imagines it’s demoli-
tion as some prophetic moment, signaling all the statues that would fall 30 years later, a harbinger of those 
images that would endlessly roll through our TVs as the triumphant visual correlatives to a discourse of Evil 
Empires and Star Wars satellite weapons systems.
Unlike the images that censors and revisionists simply made go away whenever someone refused to toe the 
Party line, there was the matter of the actual physical substance that made up the Stalin statue. The bronze 
was melted and redistributed into all the animal figurines that Heger has been hunting down and documen-
ting throughout Berlin. These insignificant animals, tucked away in insignificant parks, quietly carry not 
only a bit of the historical narratives of the last century but literally some of the material through which 
these narratives found physical form in the world. These innocent and abandoned animals, like a big joke on 
History, have become its depository. It’s like alchemy, but in reverse. These are the cuddly forms where the 
narratives that we banked on with such hope go to die, adding, as they say, insult to injury.



Knights and Knaves, the new set of photographs exhibited by Swetlana Heger at la Salle de bains, takes its 
origins in the rumours that are put about concerning well-known artists. With its growing importance
in the mechanisms of the culture industry, art is attracting ever more media coverage; and for some of its 
practitioners, at least, it has become a source of considerable income. This media interest, stimulated by the 
buoyancy of the art market, has generated all sorts of legends and gossip about artists’ lifestyles, their suppo-
sed fortunes, their luxurious possessions, the extraordinary number of assistants required for the completion 
of their projects (whose production costs are staggering), and so on. “More is more” seems to have become 
the adage of the age, and celebrity the ultimate aim of the artistic enterprise.
A few decades ago, Andy Warhol stated that business was the highest form of art. Today, it would seem that 
art has become the highest form of business – its new model. Art is the ideal of the modern company – a 
dematerialised entity, or a Nike-type design office that outsources the entire production process. Like most 
of today’s artists, in fact.
It used to be the case that one of the artist’s natural roles involved projecting an image of what art was sup-
posed to be. Artists embodied the image people had of them; which meant that they were seen as not being 
like other people. This was the case, for example, with Van Gogh, the first of the visionary artists. And it was 
also the image that Jackson Pollock represented, for a time. As the objects created by artists became more 
and more abstract – and more intimately individual – the image they projected of themselves took on more 
and more importance.
But the abstract character of art has ceased to be compensated for by a particular image that sets apart the 
kinds of artist who, like Warhol and his successors, identify themselves as «entrepreneurs», and who have 
made their public persona a part of their stock in trade. They have turned into Dan Graham Inc., or IFP (In-
formation, Fiction, Publicité), or Swetlana Heger ®. There is nothing that makes them different from other 
members of the public. A part of art’s current problem stems from the fact that there is no longer a public 
image of the artist to refer to .So what is the image of today’s artists, following on from the one that
Richard Prince’s generation gave of themselves, with photos in magazines showing Pollock at work, or 
Franz Kline in his studio? Does any of them perpetuate the time-honoured image of the inspired bohemian?
Representations of the artist at work loom up out of the past like fading auras – that of the painter or sculptor 
alone in his studio, the solitary genius living on the margins of the social world. But in
what precise way does the everyday reality of a famous artist differ from that of a designer or an internati-
onal architect? Warhol’s vision of the future (in which each individual is famous for fifteen minutes) meets 
Beuys’s utopia (in which each individual is an artist). Everyone’s “creative.” By giving the modern artist’s 
individualistic values a positive spin, the economic world has ushered art into a populist era. The image of 
the artist is now that of the man in the street. It has merged with that of creativity; and the memory of past 
art makes up the deficit, if only by default. Knights and Knaves takes its place, precisely, at the heart of this 
void. By choosing to show images of computer-filled rooms – in a possible evocation of contemporary stu-
dios – and the attributes of the business manager, which are the same as those of the successful artist (the
private plane, the briefing of an assistant from behind a desk, or the external signs of wealth that correspond 
to the function), these photographs illustrate a crossover between two worlds – that of art and that
of business – and reflect back, to those who look at them, their own expectations about art. “All the found 
images,” explains Heger, “are based on myths, legends and rumours about successful artists. [...] An artist 
in today’s world is a constant traveller, a manager, an estate agent... In search of inspiration, artists go off to 
distant isles to meditate. They learn to fly planes; they buy designer clothes and have call-boys... They don’t 
come up with ideas by themselves, given that they’re always working on a number
of important projects simultaneously; but they have the wherewithal to pay assistants, and they use them as 
think tanks, computer experts, etc.”
The framed photographs, taken from image banks, have been rendered in black and white (as opposed to 
Richard Prince’s first “rephotographs,” which were black and white images photographed in colour). This 
procedure gives the source-images a look of seriousness or documentary veracity that is lacking in the 
originals. The images are generic, and thus anonymous, awaiting legends (in both senses of the word), like 
the coloured star on the opposite wall (which comes from Los Angeles’ Walk of Fame, with its palmprints of 
Hollywood stars.) The star is still blank, still lacking a name – an (abstract) image
of the artist onto which one can project oneself, and to which one can aspire. The artist as star, nabab – ce-
leb.



« Swetlana Heger, Capitalist Neo-Realism », by Stuart Comer, in
Parkett Winter-Spring 2003/2004
The recent work of Swetlana Heger presents a collage of economic relationships in which Heger
performs as a carefully branded node within the current ecologies of marketing and cultural production.
Since the mid-1990s, Heger, born in the Czech Republic and currently based in Berlin, has worked along
the porous boundaries between art, commerce and corporate patronage, teasing out the double bind
that exists between these systems. Playtime, an ongoing, long-term project originally hatched in the
offices of a Frankfurt branding consultancy, inscribes Heger further into the paradox of these
relationships by staging a series of ‚self-portraits‘ co-authored by a growing network of photographers,
stylists and prominent luxury goods corporations. Each image that results from these collaborations
seeks to establish Heger as a trademark product that can hold its own when communing with other
major brands like Hermès, Bucherer, adidas, Levi‘s, New York Industries, and most recently Wolford AG.
Upon entering the Wolford website, the visiting web consumer is introduced to the luxury hosiery line by
way of cascading phrases such as „Romantic and Soft“, „Chic and Simple“, ‚“Elegant and Sexy‘“. What
then defines the Heger brand? „‘Bohemian Bourgeois and New Mobiles,‘ which is more a way of life
than a style,“ claims Heger1. Economist Jeremy Rifkin might shift the terminology to classify Heger as a
„protean persona“, a member of the emergent generation of „creative performers,“ who move
„comfortably between scripts and sets as they act out the many dramas that make up the cultural
marketplace“2. It is precisely this fluid identity, rooted in a restless, access-based, post-ownership
economy, that allows the Heger brand to reformulate itself continually, to co-inhabit the established
brands with which she collaborates to exploit market opportunities.
During Heger‘s initial consultation with projects, the branding agency in Frankfurt, twelve different
marketing categories were identified in which to assert her trademarked identity as an artist: community,
culture, design, economy, environment, family, food, individuality, mobility, publicity, sexuality, and
technology. All integral components of daily, lived experience in Heger‘s market niche, these domains
are not merely the set or stage depicted by Rifkin. They comprise a new set of commodities in which
lived experience itself is circulated as capital. Heger‘s work is a sly negotiation of this emerging
condition. The images she co-produces are not commissioned by the companies with which she
interfaces. Rather, she absorbs their products into counterfeit mergers in which the rules of the game for
both art and the market are recalibrated. She offers herself, her image and her brand as a gateway into
this slippery landscape of simulated desire. Her trademark is a specter that inhabits one label‘s identity
and then another, segues from museum to market to magazine and back, collapsing her roles as artist,
commodity and catalyst.
In the new Wolford series, Heger worked with celebrated fashion photographer Bettina Komenda. Shot
in Sorrento, Italy, the photographs cite the films of David Lynch, adding a noir spin to their coalition of
fashion and flesh, artist and product. Against dark backdrops of lush tropical foliage, sharp lighting picks
out the details of Heger‘s figure, wrapped in the slinky, saturated colors of Wolford‘s latest output. The
clothes are tailor-made for the active body of a ‚New Mobile‘. Crouching in the grass or posed with a veil
in a forest clearing, her black page-boy haircut frequently obscuring her face, Heger is both supermodel
and Lynchian femme fatale. Her form also recalls models in the 1970s photographs of French
photographer Guy Bourdin, who understood early on that the falsity of fashion photography facilitates a
breakdown between the product and its image. Although some photographs in Heger‘s series depict her
1 Susa Pop, „Swetlana Heger: Playtime“, Flash Art International, May/June 2002, 93.
2 Jeremy Rifkin, The Age of Access (London: Penguin Books, 2000), 201.
in strident poses, adorned in technicolor stripes, the images in which she obscures and defers her face
and identity point to the increasingly fugitive nature of branding.
In one particularly poignant image, she stands in the window of a hotel room, her chartreuse leggings of
less interest to the viewer than the gaze with which she meets us and the right hand which she presses
against the glass in an uncertain gesture. Is her stance one of dismissal, of outreach, or simply of
reflective reverie? As in Lynch‘s films, the mystery remains unsolved, and Heger treads a fine line
between phantom and flesh. Much like the Ann Lee manga character in Pierre Huyghe and Philippe
Parreno‘s No Ghost Just A Shell project, Heger seems poised to disappear at any moment, fading away
from the kind of spectral encounter that Marx defines as the very basis of economic exchange3. The



reflection of the glass serves to remind us of our own investment in Heger‘s game; she activates
commodity fetishism‘s anthropomorphic relationship with the viewer, a conversation between individuals
and between commodities.
The issue of individuality and the constitution of the market-borne self are crucial to Heger‘s enterprise.
She is often quick to quote the phrase „Individuality has become a mass phenomenon today,“ and this
loss of autonomy in a networked society is the driving paradox of her position. The premium placed on
individuality in a consumer-driven democracy has become entrenched in the continuing ascendance of
„play“ over „product“. Adam Smith‘s model of self-interest – of accumulating capital to determine
individual success – has given way to the hyper-connectivity and merger-mentality of current
commercial relations. It is within this framework that Heger‘s work has emerged, and it comes as no
surprise that she is frequently associated with a generation of artists engaged with what Nicholas
Bourriaud famously has termed „relational aesthetics“.
Relational practices position the artist as a producer, a creative agent who fosters interactive, social
experiences both within and outside the gallery by re-mixing the available forms and leitmotifs of the
culture industry. An evolution from earlier appropriation strategies that sought to „de-author“ artworks,
the agendas of artists such as Huyghe, Parreno, Rirkrit Tiravanija, Liam Gillick, Angela Bulloch, and
progenitors such as Felix Gonzalez-Torres and Canadian collective General Idea court the entertainment
industry model of „post-production“4. They format their work by re-formatting and fine-tuning cultural
fragments already in circulation. Again, not unlike a Lynch script, these artists work in montage and
mystery; they tend to diminish their presence in the work, operating like shadowy figures pulling the
strings behind the scenes, encouraging all manner of networks to take place.
Heger‘s work can certainly lay claim to these tendencies, but its increasing emphasis on visualizing and
branding the self sends her on a slight diversion from the established routes of post-production. The
cover of a recent Wired magazine recently proclaimed the birth of the „Superproducer“ in the music
business. Whereas producers traditionally have lived „on the B-side of the music business: behind the
scenes..., while file-sharing hogs the headlines in music‘s digital evolution, there‘s been a quiet
revolution in the studio“. Acts like The Neptunes have become major powerbrokers whose prestige now
vies with the top acts with whom they collaborate. Their inter-brand relationships have evolved from a
parasitic situation to a symbiotic one. „Their names have moved from the liner notes to the front of their
own albums.“5 In a similar gesture, Heger‘s self-image foregrounds her recent work, sampling her own
appearance as a brand and re-mixing it within the marketing architecture of the luxury sector. As a
Superproducer, she facilitates the paradox of visibly manifesting her presence in the work just as her
own authorship evaporates into a constellation of co-producers.
3 See Jacques Derrida, Spectres of Marx (New York and London: Routledge), 1994, and Jan Verwoert, „Co-
pyright,
Ghosts and Commodity Fetishism“, Materials 03 (Cambridge, Institute of Visual Culture, 2002).
4 See Nicholas Bourriaud, Esthètique relationelle (Paris: Les presses du réel, 1998) and Postproduction 
(New York: Lukas & Steinberg, 2002).
5 See Wired, October 2003.
The priority Heger places on photography as the vehicle for her work also distinguishes it from the
majority of relational practices, which tend to operate in installation formats to encourage the
performativity of the viewer/particpant. Placing collage, citation and photography at the center of her
branding ecosystem connects her directly to the historical origins of the appropriation and simulation
strategies that she invokes in her work. Although the marketing systems she inhabits are as up to the
minute as the industries with which she works, her images have a dialectical relationship with the
deconstructive tactics of her cultural predecessors. By trafficking in fashion photography in particular,
Heger hitches the hybrid intertextuality of her work‘s debt to the past to the rampant hunger for the new
marked both by fashion and by the thriving economy of access.



Although Heger‘s open-ended use of self-portraiture recalls Cindy Sherman‘s early film stills, it
resonates more directly with New York-based Dianne Blell‘s staged photographs from the late 1970s.
Citing images and poses from Arthur Elgort‘s then current fashion photography to Lucas Cranach and
18th Century painter Féréol de Bonnemaison, Blell also appeared in her work and coordinated her output
through direct collaboration with stylists, make-up artists and designers. Although the concept of
interactive, networked collaboration has evolved dramatically since then, Blell nevertheless seems to
have understood the complexities of abdicating exclusive agency in her work‘s production. Even more
relevant, perhaps, to Heger‘s practice is the double entendre of Blell‘s photographs: they are both
constructed image and performance document.
Heger‘s photographs must „perform“ in their own right in corners of commerce that did not even exist in
the 1970s. Although they document the branding performances enacted in Heger‘s collaborations, their
continued power lies in their ability to extend the Heger brand into and through multiple sites of culture
and commerce, from galleries to websites to exhibition catalogues and magazines. As „performers“,
they act out parodies of brand behavior, and it is this aspect that endows them with a critical function.
To quote Benjamin Buchloch‘s discussion of the early Capitalist Realism of Sigmar Polke, „Parodistic
appropriation reveals the divided situation of the individual in contemporary artistic practice.“ It
„anticipates the failure of any attempt to subvert the ruling codification and allies itself, in advance, with
the powers that will ultimately turn its deconstructive efforts into a cultural success.“6
Stuart Comer is Curator: Events and Film at Tate Modern, London.
6 Benjamin Buchloch, Neo-Avantgarde and Culture Industry: Essays on European and American Art from 
1955 to
1975 (Cambridge, Massachusetts and London: The MIT Press, 2000), 350–351.


